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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present a description of the internal dynamics and boundary forcing

characteristics of two major components of the Asian summer monsoon (ASM), i.e., the

South Asian (SAM) and the Southeast-East Asian monsoon (SEAM). The description is

based on a new monsoon-climate paradigm in which the variability of ASM is considered

as the outcome of the interplay of a "fast" and an "intermediate" monsoon subsystem,

under the influenced of the "slow" varying external forcings. Two sets of regional

monsoon indices derived from dynamically consistent rainfall and wind data are used in

this study. For SAM, the internal dynamics is represented by that of a "classical"

monsoon system where the anomalous circulation is governed by Rossby-wave

dynamics, i.e., generation of anomalous vorticity induced by an off-equatorial heat

source is balanced by planetary vorticity advection. On the other hand, the internal

dynamics of SEAM is characterized by a "hybrid" monsoon system featuring multi-

cellular meridional circulation over the East Asian section, extending from the deep

tropics to midlatitudes. These meridional cells link tropical heating to extratropicai

circulation system via the East Asian jetstream, and are responsible for the characteristic

occurrences of zonally oriented anomalous rainfall patterns over East Asian and the

subtropical western Pacific. In the extratropical regions, the major upper level vorticity

balance is by anomalous vorticity advection and generation by the anomalous divergent

circulation. A consequence of this is that compared to SAM, the SEAM is associated

with stronger teleconnection patterns to regions outside the ASM.

A strong SAM is linked to basin-scale sea surface temperature (SST) fluctuation with

significant signal in the equatorial eastern Pacific. During the boreal spring SST

warming in the Arabian Sea and the subtropical western Pacific may lead to a strong

SAM. For SEAM, interannual variability is tied to SSTA over the Sea of Japan and the

South China Sea regions, while the linkage to equatorial basin-scale SSTA is weak at

best. A large scale SSTA dipole with warming (cooling) in the subtropical central

(eastern) Pacific foreshadows a strong SEAM



Comparativeanalyseswith theWebsterandYang(1992)monsoonindex(WY) show

that WY is not significant correlatedneitherwith the SAM or SEAM regional scale

rainfall. We found that WY is more appropriateas a measureof the large scale

atmosphericcirculationstateof theIndian/PacificOceanbasins,in whichthe ASM is an

integralpart. As such,WY togetherwith theregionalmonsoonindicesdevelopedin this

paperprovideacomplementarydescriptionof thebroadscaleandregionalaspectsof the

ASM.

A key conclusion from the presentstudy is that interannualvariabilites of major

subcomponentsof the ASM, i.e.,SAM andSEAM, aregovernednot only by basinscale

SSTA,but perhapsmorestronglyby coupledSSTA in the sub-tropicalwesternPacific,

the SouthChina Seaand the ArabianSea. Theserepresentregionswhere additional

predictabilityof theASM shouldbemorefully exploited.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that the Asian summer monsoon (ASM) is an extremely complex

phenomenon which encompasses variabilities over a wide range of spatial and temporal

scales. Prediction of the monsoon is one of the major challenges of climate research.

Recently numerous studies have suggested that the E1 Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)

may have an influence on the year-to-year variability of the ASM (Rasmussen and

Carpenter, 1982, Webster and Yang 1992, Ju and Slingo 1995, Lau and Bua 1998, and

others). These studies have also shown that many extreme ASM drought and flood

occurrences may not be linked to ENSO. By some estimate, more than half of the major

anomalies in the ASM are not related to ENSO, suggesting that there are other factors

that may contribute to the predictability (or lack thereof) of the ASM.

Heuristically, variabilities of the ASM can be classified in terms of those due to

internal dynamics and those forced by boundary conditions such as sea surface

temperature (SST) and land surface conditions (Shukla 1984, Palmer 1994). For

seasonal-to-interannual predictions, the former constitutes the chaotic or unpredictable

component, while the latter, the potentially predictable component of the ASM. The

degree to which the ASM is controlled by each component determines the overall

predictability of the system.

One difficulty encountered in the predictability of the ASM is that monsoon

variability itself cannot be easily quantified because it is a strong function of space and

time, as well as dependent on the parameters used. For long-term monsoon variability,

many authors used the all-India monsoon rainfall (AIMR) as an index for the ASM

(Mooley et al. 1986, Parthasarathy et al. 1992, Lau and Yang 1996 and many others).

However, because the Indian subcontinent covers only a small fraction of the entire ASM

region, it may not be representative of the variability of the ASM as a whole. Likewise,

results from variability studies using East Asian rainfall (e.g., Shen and Lau 1994, Nitta

and Hu 1996 and Weng et al. 1998) may not be applicable to other regions of the ASM.

During the warm event of 1997, rainfall averaged over the entire Indian subcontinent was

near normal. Yet, the monsoon over the East Asian and the southeast Asian regions were
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extremelyabnormalwith recordbreakingdroughtsand floods in different partsof East

Asia (C.-Y. Li, privatecommunication).This is so,despitetheIndianmonsoonis known

statistically to have a strongerENSO influencecomparedto the East Asian monsoon

(RopelewskiandHalpert1988).

The aforementionedconsiderationsbegthe following questions:What do we really

meanby long-termvariability of theASM? Doesthereexist a meaningful,quantitative

measurethat describesthe ASM systemasa whole?As its individual sub-components?

Are theredistinctly differentdynamicalcharacteristicsfor different regionalcomponents

of the ASM?. How do thesedifferent regionalcharacteristicsrelateto lower boundary

forcings such as SST. In this paper,we will addressand explore answersto these

questions.

2. Preliminary considerations

In an attempt to quantify monsoon climate variability, a number of authors have used

different monsoon indices to quantify different components of the ASM (Webster and

Yang 1992, Goswami et al., 1998, Ailikun and Yasunari 1998). The present paper is an

attempt to synthesize and to expand on some of the concepts developed in these studies.

To begin, we propose a new paradigm for classification of the ASM based on

characteristics of its internal dynamics, local and remote boundary forcing functions.

a. A monsoon climate paradigm

The basic concept of this paradigm is illustrated in Fig. 1, which encapsulates a

monsoon-centric view of the climate system including its sub-components. This

schematic presumes a basic knowledge of the ASM. For detailed description of the

individual phenomena, the readers are referred to various review papers of the ASM in

the literature (e.g. Krishnamurti 1985, Lau and Li 1984, Webster et al. 1998 and many

others). At the center of the climate system shown in Fig. 1 is the ASM which, for

completeness, includes both the summer and the winter components, hence the annual



cycle label. The ASM is affectedby the "fast system",depictedin the lower left-hand

cornerof theschematic.This is the internaldynamicsubsystemwhich includesmoisture

recycling and hydrologic feedbackin the monsoonatmosphere. This fast system is

dominatedby synoptic (3-5 days), subsynopticto cloud scales(< 1 day) and can be

identified with monsoondepressions,easterlywaves,convectivecloud clusters,meso-

scalecomplexeswithin theASM regions. Additionally, themonsoonclimateis strongly

affectedby surfaceconditionsin theadjacentoceansandland masses,representedasthe

"intermediate" subsystemin the lower right-land comer of Fig. 1. This subsystem

possessesboth fastandslow (weeksto months)time scales.The keyconstituentsin this

subsystemconsistof SST,wind andsurfacehumidity whichdetermineheatandmoisture

fluxes over the adjacentoceans,i.e., the Indian Ocean,the SouthChina Seaand the

westernPacificwarm pool. Also pertinentto the"intermediate"systemis the effectsof

soil moisture,vegetationand snowcoverwhich controlthe heatand moistureflux over

thelandregionsof ASM.

Connectingthe fastand intermediatesubsystemsis "intraseasonalvariability" which

includestheMaddenandJulianOscillations(MJO) andotheratmosphericlow-frequency

variability suchasthebiweekly oscillations,which havebeenlinked to onset,breaksand

revival of the ASM. Both the fast andintermediatesubsystemsareunder influenceof

remote forcings from planetaryscalephenomenasuchas ENSO and other long-term

secular variations of the global climate system from decadalvariability to global

warming. Theseremoteforcingsconstitutethe "slow" subsystemthat is externalto the

ASM, but yet can play an importantrole in altering the basic statesof the monsoon

atmosphere,the adjacentoceansandlandsurfaces.Thesealteredstatesmaythenleadto

modulationsof theprobabilitydistributionof monsoonstateswithin the"fast system". It

is also plausiblethat thecouplingof the fastandintermediatesubsystemsmay influence

the "slow system". Thesetwo-way interactionsare representedby the linkageslabeled

"teleconnections"in Fig. 1. As anexample,SSTanomaliesin theIndian Ocean,andthe

western Pacific may be coupled to ENSO either through Walker-type atmospheric

circulationand/or via oceanicthroughflownearIndonesiaandthePhilippines. Another

exampleis the possiblelinkagebetweentheequatorialeast-westSSTgradientacrossthe
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Pacific basin and the meridional thermocline gradient through subductionprocesses

originating in the extratropicaloceans(Liu and Huang1997,Gu and Philander1997).

Thesegradientsdefine the basic oceanicstate which governs long-term behavior of

ENSO-monsooninteractions.

In the aforementionedparadigm,interannualpredictabilityof the monsoonclimateis

determinedby the strengthof the linkagesprovided by the intermediateand the slow

subystems.The predictabilityof themonsoonclimateevolvesas theresult of an inter-

play betweenthe relativeinfluenceof thefast,the intermediateandtheslow components.

The strongercontrol by the fast system,the lesspredictableis the ASM. The more

influenceby the slowersubsystems,the morethe ASM is predictable. In this view, the

predictability of the monsoonevolvesasa function of the slow varying basic statesand

thereforewill wax andwaneover longtime scales(cf., MehtaandLau, 1997).

b. Monsoon climate indices

A first step toward achieving a better understanding of monsoon predictability is the

development of quantitative measures to characterize the ASM climate and its

subsystems. This requires the construction of appropriate measures of different and

closely related aspects of monsoon climate. Up to now, there have been several

monsoon indices that are commonly used for the ASM based either on rainfall or

circulation (Mooley and Parthasarathy 1984, Webster and Yang 1992, Shen and Lau

1995, Goswami et al. 1998, Ailikun and Yasunari 1998). Most of these indices are

developed based on different considerations including data availability, dynamical

consistency and regional relevance. In the following, we summarize the main attributes

that need to be considered for a monsoon climate index in the context of the

aforementioned paradigm. They are:

• Representativeness of the annual as well as variability (interannual or longer) of the

ASM including its subcomponents;

• Relevance in regional (geographical, because of society impacts) as well as global

context
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• Simplicity for construction, preferably from direct observables such as rainfall, wind,

temperature or moisture;

• Internal dynamical consistency, if different parameters are used;

• Robustness and reproducibility by different data sets (for the same variables), and

• Expandability to include long-term, multi-decadal time scales

Obviously, because of practical constraints, not all the conditions can be met. In this

paper, we have considered them to the extent possible, in the development of monsoon

indices and the descriptions based on them.

3. Data description

To establish the monsoon rainfall climatology and variability, we used 18 years

(1979-1996) of global rainfall estimate from the CPC Merged Analysis of Precipitation

(CMAP) (Xie and Arkin 1997). This data set is derived from multiple information

sources including gauge observations, estimates inferred from a variety of satellite

infrared and microwave observations, and the NCEP-NCAR (National Center for

Environmental Predictions/National Atmospheric Research Center) reanalyses. For

comparison, we have also included the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP)

Version l combined precipitation data set (Huffman et al. 1997) and other commonly

used satellite rainfall products i.e., the Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) and the GOES

Precipitation Index (GPI). The GPCP combined data set covering a period from 198%

1995 is similar to the CMAP in the data sources but differs in the treatment of the

blending of the satellite and the in-situ observations. The MSU satellite rainfall has been

merged with rain gauge data and the GPI is IR-based satellite-only rainfall estimate.

For development of the monsoon circulation indices and associated dynamical

characteristics, we used 40 years (1958-1997) of wind reanalysis from NCEP-NCAR.

This is the only multi-decadal reanalysis data set available at the time of this study. A

description of the data set can be found in Kalnay et al. (1996). Other data set used

included SST from NCEP and all India monsoon rainfall.
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4. Regional monsoon characteristics

a. Rainfall and circulation climatologies

In this section, we describe the development of regional monsoon climate indices that

will be used in subsequent analysis to characterize the climate variability of the ASM and

its subcomponents. We begin with a description of the climatological rainfall and

circulation fields. Even though the basic climatological features of the ASM are well

known, they are shown here to provide references for later discussions. To ascertain the

reliability of the CMAP rainfall, we also show the climatology of other rainfall products

for comparison.

The CMAP (Fig. 2a) rainfall climatology shows clearly the broad features of

monsoon precipitation over the warm pool of the Indian Ocean and the Pacific. Four

monsoon rain centers, each anchored to the west side of the continental or maritime land

masses, can be identified near the South China Sea/Philippines region, southern

Indochina, Bay of Bengal, and the west coast of the Indian subcontinent. Climatological

CMAP rainfall amounts in these regions exceed 16 turn/day, with the maximum over the

Bay of Bengal in excess of 20 mm/day. Tiaese features are consistent with GPCP (Fig.

2b). The MSU (Fig. 2c) and the GPI (Fig. 2d) products yield heavier precipitation over

the Bay of Bengal but less well defined signals over the other centers. The first two

centers i.e., South China Sea and Indo-China appear to be linked to an extensive region of

precipitation over the western Pacific Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and to a

branch of moderate rain over the East China Sea across southern Japan. This can be

identified with the well-known Mei-yu or Baiu rain band. In the CMAP climatology, this

monsoon rain band is very weak. It is stronger and better defined in GPCP and in MSU,

but weak and almost absent in GPI. This may be due to larger proportion of warm rain in

the Mei-Yu rain, as opposed to deep convection in the tropics, producing a different

signature in the microwave and the IR-field. As a rule of thumb, rainfall algorithm more

heavily weighted with microwave signals tend to have a better-defined -_Iei-yu rain field,

because of the microswave signals (both emission and scattering) are derived directly

from the hydrometeors, while IR signals are mostly derived from cloud top temperature.



Interestingly, all four rainfall productsindicate that there is a region of enhanced

precipitation just south of the equator over the central Indian Ocean during the peak

summer months. The presence of this mid-oceanic precipitation is consistent with the

upper level divergence field (see Fig. 3d later). This feature appears to be real and may

be important for understanding the dynamics of the interaction between the land-based

convection vs. oceanic ITCZ in this region.

Figures 3a and b show the June-July-August (JJA) 850 mb and 200 mb large-scale

circulation associated with the ASM. Evident in the large scale flow is the low level inter-

hemispheric gyre circulation (IGC) which is characterized by easterlies in the southern

Indian Ocean (about 10 ° S), connected via the Somali jet to westerlies across the Indian

subcontinent. This westerly flow continues on to the southwesterly flow over the South

China Sea and East Asia. An interesting feature, not previously noted, is a closed

cyclonic circulation over the Indian Ocean just south of the equator, between 70-90 ° E.

This feature is dynamically consistent with the southern hemisphere mid-Indian Ocean

precipitation noted in the rainfall climatologies shown in Fig. 2. Another dominant

circulation pattern is the large-scale low-level anticyclonic flow associated with the

Western Pacific Subtropical High (WPSH). This circulation regime features easterlies in

the tropical western Pacific, northerlies from the South China Sea to central East Asia,

and southwesterlies across the Korean Peninsular and southern Japan. The IGC and the

WPSH are the two dominant low-level circulation regimes that control major fluctuations

of the entire ASM.

At 200mb, the monsoon circulation is dominated by the Tibetan High, which has two

centers one over northern Bay of Bengal and one over northern Arabian Sea. In the

region from 60 ° E to 120 ° E, and from 10°N to the equator, a strong vertical shear is

noted with strong upper level easterlies overlying low-level westerlies. The 200 mb

vorticity field (Fig. 3c) shows that the basic state has strong negative (cyclonic) vorticity

in a zonally oriented broad band across the monsoon region, with a center to the east of

the Tibetan Plateau. There are strong vorticity gradients with opposite signs to the north

and south of the subtropical jetstream near 40°N and 20-30°1'4, stretching across the whole
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domain. Thevorticity distribution,which is mainlydueto thevariationof thebasicstate

zonalwind with latitude, will haveimportantimplication in determiningthe dynamical

characteristicsof anomalousmonsooncirculation (Seediscussionsin Sections5 and6).

The 200 mb climatologicaldivergence(Fig. 3d) hasmaximumcentersover the Bay of

Bengal,theeasternArabia Sea,theSouthChinaSeaaswell asovertheequatorialIndian

Ocean. These are in agreement with the precipitation centers noted in Fig. 2. The results

provide further reassurance that the NCEP wind fields and the satellite rainfall fields are

dynamically consistent.

b. Monsoon indices

As discussed above, the ASM precipitation centers are strongly controlled by two

large scale low level circulation systems, i.e., the IGC and the WPSH. In the following,

we use the rainfall averaged over the areas (100 N -30 ° N, 700 E - 100 ° E) and ( 50 N -

25 ° N, 1100 E-130 ° E) as a starting point for studying monsoon climate variability

governed by these two circulation systems. We have experimented with different box

sizes used in defining the monsoon rainfall indices. We found that provided the major

climatological convective centers are included, the results are not very Sensitive to the

choice of box size. In the following, the JJA rainfall time series over the above regions

are denoted by PSA and PSEA, respectively, where SA stands for South Asia and SEA for

Southeast Asia. It is important to note that for example, in our definition of South Asia

rainfall, the convection over the Bay of Bengal is included, in addition to that over the

land region of the Indian subcontinent. For Southeast Asia rainfall, the averaging domain

covers South China Sea/western Pacific and Indo-China. As we shall show later, the two

areas represent distinct source regions of monsoon variability over South Asia,

Southeast/East Asia respectively. Table 1 shows that the PSA is significantly correlated

too AIMR with correlation of 0.43. The main difference between PSA and AIMR is due

to the inclusion of the Bay of Bengal which should be considered as part of the South

Asia monsoon subsystem. PSEA is uncorrelated with either AIMR or PsA, indicating a

distinct rainfall regime. When the rainfall is averaged over both the PSA and the PSEA

domains, it has a higher correlation with PSEA than PSA.
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Becausereliablerainfall dataover the oceanicregionsdo not exist beforethe eraof

reliablesatellitedata,it is necessaryto find complementarycirculationindices

thesameregionalinformationcontainedin PSA SEA. Furthermore,it is desirahl_ttli'

extend the monsoon indices back in time to study possible long-term variationsof

monsoon dynamical characteristics. To identify circulation features that are most

stronglycorrelatedwith PSA and PSEA, we have computed one-point correlation maps of

the anomalous (with seasonal cycle removed) zonal wind, meridional wind and

associated wind shears with PSA and PSEA respectively. For convenience, only fields that

are used in the subsequent definition of monsoon circulation indices will be shown.

These fields display the most coherent and well-defined features associated with each of

the rainfall time series. Figure 4a shows the one-point correlation of the meridional wind

shear (v 850mb - V 200 mb) with PSEA. The most prominent feature is a large area of positive

shear signaling a direct meridional circulation with low level poleward and upper level

equatorward flow over the Indian subcontinent. Coupled to this meridional circulation is

a reversal meridional circulation over northern China and the western Pacific east of the

Philippines. In contrast to PSA, the most well-defined feature correlated with PSEA is an

alternation of upper level easterly and westerly wind in the longitudinal sector from 110

°E to 1500 E (Fig. 4b). In the extratropics, the zonal regimes span the entire Eurasian

sector, with a secondary maximum northwest of the Himalayas. The association of the

East Asian upper level jet with tropical convection over the East Asian sectors has been

noted in a number of previous studies (e.g., Lau and Li 1984, Liang and Wang (1998).

Based on the correlation maps shown in Figs. 4a and b, we define _'o regional monsoon

(RM) circulation indices as:

Rx'_I1 = (V850mb- V 200mb)

over the region [10 ° N - 35 ° N, 700 E - 1100 E,]

R2vI2 = (u 200mb [ 400 N -50 ° N, 110 ° E-150 ° E]

- U 200mb [ 25° N- 35 ° N, 110%150 ° E])

(1)

(2)
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where the zonal and meridional winds are averagedover the geographic regions

indicated. Based on the NCEP reanalysis, the above indices have a record length of 40

years, thus permitting a reasonable statistical estimate of ASM variability. We should

point out that RM1 is almost identical to the monsoon index proposed by Goswami et al.

(1998). However, both RM1 and RM2 are significantly different from the monsoon

index used by Webster and Yang (1992, hereafter referred to as WY). Table 2 shows a

preliminary comparison of RMI, RM2 and WY with respect to PsA and PSEA. A more

detailed comparison will be provided in Section 6. By design, the correlation of RM1 to

PSA (=0.64) and RM2 to PSEA (=0.74) are highly significant at the 99% confidence level.

It is important to note that the cross-correlation between the regional indices and the

rainfall time series are very small, confirming that the indices PsA/RM1 and PSEA/RM2

indeed represent distinct regional and dynamical phenomena. The regional context of

the monsoon indices is supported by the significant correlation (=0.53) between RM1 and

the AIMR, while there is negligible correlation (=0.13) between RM2 and AIMR. Note

also that the WY index has only poor correlation with AIMR (=0.24) and PSA (= 0.18),

respectively. This means that WY is not a good regional index for the Indian monsoon
r

and Bay of Bengal rainfall variability. On-_e other hand, the WY index appears to be

better correlated with rainfall anomalies summed over the South China Sea and western

Pacific region PSEA+SA. This is consistent with the recent findings of Aikilun and

Yasunari (1998). Further comparison of RM1, RM2 and W-Y will be presented in

Section 7.

5. Dynamical characteristics

This section is devoted to a more detailed description of the dynamical characteristics

of the two monsoon subsystems, i.e., the South Asian monsoon and the Southeast/East

Asian monsoon as depicted by RM1 and RM2.

a. The South Asian monsoon (SAM)

To illustrate the regional context of RM1, the correlation map of RM1 with

precipitation anomalies at every grid point in the ASM region is shown in Fig. 5a. As

expected, the areas of largest positive rainfall anomalies are found over South Asia,
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including theIndian subcontinent,the Bay of Bengal,northernIndo-Chinaandsouthern

EastAsia. Negativerainfall anomaliesarefoundsurroundingthepositiverainfall center.

The strongestnegativeanomaliesare found over the southeasternIndian Ocean,the

SouthChinaSea,andthe subtropicalandtropical westernPacific. Associatedwith the

positiverainfall anomaliesarestronglow-level westerlyandsouthwesterlyflow overthe

ArabianSeaandtheBay of Bengal(Fig. 6a). Two branchesof cross-equatorialflow can

be identified: one along the eastcoastof Africa and a secondone from southeastern

Indian Ocean. The latterappearsto be the main supplyof the low-level inflow into the

Bay of Bengal. At the upper level, a prominent anticyclone center is found to the

northwest of the positive heating (see Fig. 6b). The upper level equatorward flow is

very prominent. This pattern can be identified with induced Rossby-type circulation by

latent heating located off the equator (Gill 1981, Lau and Lim 1982).

The above-mentioned circulation features are linked to well-defined low-level

anticyclone circulation over the coastal region of East Asia. This anticyclone represents

an enhancement and eastward extension of the WPSH, which is associated with surface

easterlies and subsidence over the South China Sea region (see discussion in next

section). Figure 6b also shows an upper level anticyclone located to the northeast of the

low-level anticyclone, directly over northern Korea, 40°N, 120°E. As we shall

demonstrate later, the dynamics of the anomalous circulation over this region is

underpin_ned by barotropic interaction with the climatological westerly jet.

Focusing back on the sector over the Indian subcontinent, Fig. 7 shows the meridional

vertical cross-sections of the covariance of zonal, meridional wind, and vertical motion

fields associated with _'_I I, averaged between the longitudes 80-900 E. The zonal wind

cross-section indicates a pattern of upper easterlies coupled to a pattern of low level

westerlies over the main ASM region (10-200 N). Poleward of this region, the zonal

wind perturbation appears to be mostly barotropic. The strongest signal of RaM1 is

found in the meridional circulation field (Fig. 7b). Here, a strong negative (equatorward)

meridional flow coupled to middle-to low level poleward flow is evident. Over the

southern hemisphere, the meridional wind direction is reversed and much reduced in
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scope. The meridional winds are a part of the main branch of the local Hadley

circulationwhich spawnslargescaleascendingmotionover theSouthAsian region (10-

25° N) anddescendingmotionat30-40° N and10°S- 0°N.

In summary,RM1 portraitsa"classical"monsooncirculationsystemassociatedwith

latent heatingover the Indian subcontinentand adjacentoceansincluding the Bay of

Bengal. RM1 alsodepictssignificantprecipitationandcirculationanomaliesin theEast

Asia/South East Asian regions suggesting that the two monsoon subsystems are

dynamically linked.

b. The Southeast -East Asia monsoon (SEAM)

The regional context of RM2 is shown in the one-point correlation map of

precipitation with RM2 in Fig. 5b. In contrast to RM1, the precipitation pattern shows

east-west banded structure, indicating alternate dry and wet conditions over the western

Pacific and East Asia, with very, weak signal over the Indian subcontinent. The

meridional extend of the monsoon-related rainfall anomalies is very large, spanning from

the equator to 500 N. As seen in Fig. 8, the low level circulation field indicates a strong

influence from the WPSH in the subtropical region. When convection is strongly

developed over Southeast Asia/South China Sea region, westerly low level flow prevails

from the southern Bay of Bengal to the western Pacific, across the central and southern

South China Sea. At the same time, the W-PSH shifts northward and eastward exerting

strong influence over East Asia. The easterly inflow near 25 -30°N is associated with

local sinking motion and the westerly return flow is associated rising motion near 40-

50°N (see Fig. 9c). At 200 mb, the most prominent feature is the presence of an intensive

anticyclone, whose main effect is to cause the axis of the climatological subtropical jet to

migrate northward by about 10-15 ° latitude. This represents a very marked response of

the subtropical upper level flow to tropical heating in the Southeast Asia region. The

East Asian anticyclone is connected upstream to an anomalous anticyclone to the

northwest of northern India, indicating again that the East Asian monsoon is dynamically

linked to its South Asian counterpart.
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Figure 9 showsvertical cross-sectionsof the covariance of the wind fields, which

further illustrate the fundamental different dynamical structure of the SEAM vs. SAM.

The dominant feature in the zonal wind cross-section (Fig. 9a) is a barotropic structure

signaling a northward shift of the upper troposphere jet stream, which creates a strong

local anomalous vorticity gradient. The shift in the zonal wind is associated with strong

poleward flow just south of the zonal wind maximum (Fig. 9b). The resultant meridional

flow advects basic state vorticity from the south to the north of the climatological jet

while transporting momentum northwards. A more detailed comparison between the

vorticity balance for SAM and SEAM will be presented in Section 5c.

In the tropical region, characteristics of the "classical" monsoon circulation such as

upper level easterlies and equatorward flow as well as low level westerlies and poleward

flow can still be discerned up to 20°1'4 in Figs. 9a and b. However, the local latent heat-

induced Hadley circulation appears to be squeezed into a narrow latitudinal span with

rising motion centered near 20 ° N, and subsiding motions at 10 ° N and 300 N, as shown

in Fig. 9c. Here, the multi-cellular structure of the meridional vertical motion field in

SEAM is in stark contrast to the broad ascent for SAM. Because of the relatively smaller

magnitude of the extratropical precipitation compared to the tropics, the anomalous

ascent centered at 40°N is not likely to be caused by latent heating, but rather induced by

meridional wind advection of vorticity associated with the northward movement of the

jetstream (see also discussion in next section).

c. Vorticity balance and teleconnection

The aforementioned dynamical characteristics of SAM and SEAM are further

illustrated by an examination of the vorticity balance over these regions. The major

contribution to the vorticity anomaly (defined with respect to the climatological mean) at

200 mb is given by the vorticity equations:

__ + _r. V_' + V' " V_ + (_ + f)V • V' +/3V' + residual = 0

(3)

where an over-bar represents a climatological mean and a prime denotes the anomaly
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from the mean. The symbolshavetheir usualmeaning. The residualterm represents

contributionby twistingtermsandby verticalmotionswhicharenot consideredhere.

Figure 10 showsthe time seriesof the two most dominant terms of the vorticity

equationaveragedover the RM1 andRM2 domains. For RM2, both the lower latitude

and higher latitude domainsare included. The root-mean-squarevaluesof all terms

shownin Eq (1) areshownin Table3. Thesign in front of the rmsvalueis determined

from the signof the correlationcoefficientwith the mostdominantterm in eachdomain

(shownin column3 of Table 3). For the RM1 region, it canbe seenfrom the inverse

variationsshown in Fig. 7 (top panel) that the major steadystate vorticity balanceis

betweenthemeridionaladvectionof planetaryscalevorticity andthevorticity generation

by thedivergenceof theanomalousflow, i.e.,

_v' + (_ + f)V * V' =0

(4)

Notice from Table 3 that there is also a close balance between the two advection terms so

that the total advection effect in this region !s effectively quite small.

In the RM2 region near the climatological position of the East Asia jet (Fig. 3b), the

advection by the mean circulation becomes important. Table 3 shows that the major

vorticity balance is shared among three terms, i.e.,

flV'+ (_ + f)V. V' +V*V_' = 0
(5)

Northward of the climatological jetstream position (in the northern domain of RM2

shown in Fig. 4b), Table 3 shows that the dominant balance is between the vorticity

generation induced by divergence and the advection of the mean circulation, i.e.,

m

flV' + (_" + f)V • V' + V • V_" = 0
(6)

One consequence of the different vorticity balance between SAM and SEAM is that

the two regional monsoons give rise to very different teleconnection patterns. Figure 11
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showsthe one-pointcorrelationmapsof RM1 and RM2 with the 300 mb geopotential

field. Areaswith correlation coefficientsequal to or exceedingthe 95% significance

level are shaded. In RM1 (Fig. 1la), the anticycloneover northwesternIndia due to

heatingoverSouthAsia appearsasa partof anelongatedridge systemextendingfrom

northernAfrica. The SouthAsiaanticycloneis linked to a high overnortheasternAsia,.

As discussedpreviously,this high is associatedwith the fluctuationof the WPSH. The

teleconnectionpatternof RM2 is broadlysimilar to that of RMI, but muchstrongerand

morewell-defined(Fig. 11b). It indicatesthat fluctuation in RM2 is associatedwith a

strongmeridionally orientedtrough/ridgesystemspanningthe coastalregion of East

Asia, Japanand the northcentral Pacific. This systemis apparentlyconnectedto the

north-southmigrationof thesubtropicaljetstreamassociatedwith heatingover theSouth

China Sea and western Pacific region. The similarities between the RM1 and RM2

teleconnection patterns in the Asian and western Pacflc sectors, indicate that the

northward shift of the jetstream and the fluctuation of the WPSH may be synchronized

with the development of the South Asia High. Similar wavetrain signals are also noted

over North America, downstream of the north Pacific anomalies. The fact that similar

downstream teleconnection signals are excited independent of the sources suggest that

they may be manifestation of intrinsic barotropic modes in the northern summer basic

state flow (Lau and Peng 1992).

6. SST Relationships

As discussed in Section 2, the dynamical structure of the monsoon climate is strongly

influenced by intermediate and slow processes, i.e., lower boundary condition in both the

adjacent regions and in those far from the monsoon region. Whereas the largest

interannual basin-scale SST anomalies (SSTA) occur during ENSO, these SSTAs are not

necessarily the maximal (in the sense of providing the most sensitivity) in influencing

ASM variability. For regional monsoon prediction, it is necessary, frist to identify what

is the geographical locations of SSTA that is most effective in causing monsoon

fluctuations and then ask the question how these SSTAs relate to ENSO. In this section,

we discuss the sensitivity, of SSTA forcing for SAM and the SEAM.
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Figure 12 showsthe contemporaneousand laggedcovariancesof RM1 with SSTA

over theIndo-Pacific region. The labelMAM (DJF) indicatesSSTpatternsoneseason

(two seasons)preceding a positive SAM anomaly. The areas exceeding 95%

significanceareshaded.A strongSAM is precededin theantecedentwinter by a dipole

SSTApatternin theNorth Pacificwith positiveanomalyover thewesternNorth Pacific

and negativeanomalyover the easternNorth Pacific. During the precedingMAM, a

SSTA patternemergeswhich resemblesthat of a La Nina with a cold tonguein the

easternequatorialPacific,a subtropicalmid-PacificpositiveSSTAand a negativeSSTA

over the easternNorth Pacific. Notice thatthe ArabianSeaandthe Bay of Bengalhave

abovenormalSSTat this time. TheJJAcorrelationindicatesthat thesubtropicalSSTA

furtherstrengthensandbecomesanchoredto theEastAsiancontinent.This movementof

the SST is also consistentwith the eastwardshift of the subtropicalhigh during strong

SAM, as notedpreviously. Overthe Indian Ocean,a strongSAM is associatedwith a

simultaneouscooling of thewesternIndianOceanalongthe coastof Somalia. This may

reflect the enhancedoceanicupwelling due to increasedmonsoonwind. The eastern

Pacific SSTAbecomesquiteextensivein JJA. Exceptfor theregionover the western

Pacific and the Indian Ocean,the JJA SSTAprojectsstrongly on the canonicalSSTA

patternobservedduringENSO.

The SSTcorrelationwith RM2 showsthat the SEAM is associatedwith distinctly

different SSTanomalypatterns(Fig. 13). EnhancedconvectionoverSoutheastAsia is

precededin thepreviouscold seasonby awell-defineddipoleSSTApatternin the central

subtropicalPacific, orientedin a southwest-northeastdirection. In MAM, the SSTA

patternexpandsbut remainsessentiallystationary. At this time, warming is noticed

along the coastalregionof Chinawhile overall cooling occursin the Indian Ocean. In

contrastto the SAM, the SEAM appearsto bemost sensitiveto the mid-PacificSSTA

dipole pattern,and there is only a weak resemblanceto the E1Nino SST signal in

equatorialwesternPacific. DuringJJA, themaximumpositiveSSTanomalyis locked

on to the extratropicsof the westernPacific,encompassingthe Yellow Sea,the Seaof

JapanandthecentralNorth Pacific. Thecoolingof theIndianOceanhasspreadto cover

the SouthChinaSeaand the westernPacificup to 250N. The sharpnorth-southSST
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gradient in the subtropicalwestemPacific appearsto be coupledto the rainfall and

circulation anomalies(seeFig. 5b),with warmwateroverlainby adry zoneandsurface

easterliesandthe coolerwaterto the south,by awet zonewith surfacewesterlies. It is

notedthatwhile theoverallSSTApatternhassomeresemblanceto LaNina in theeastern

Pacific,areasof strongestSSTAarefoundovertheoceansadjacentto themonsoonland

masses.

TheJJA correlationpatternsof SST(Fig. 13c),rainfall (Fig. 5b)andcirculation (Fig.

8) over the subtropical western Pacific are suggestiveof strong ocean-atmosphere

feedbackassociatedwith the fluctuation of the WPSH and convectionover the South

ChinaSea,i.e.,P SEAregion.. One possible scenario is that the increased convection over

the South China Sea enhances subsidence in the subtropical zone near 30-350 N resulting

in cloud-free sky SST (see Fig. 10c and 6b). Increased insolation in the dry zone may

lead to the rapid shoaling of the oceanic mixed layer and warming of the surface waters

of subtropical western Pacific. The increased anticyclonic flow from the WPSH will

bring more moisture to southern China and return drier air mass over the dry/warm water

zone, thus accelerating the SST warming over that region. On the other hand, the

extensive cooling of the Indian Ocean and South China Sea in JJA is likely due to the

increased upwelling and surface evaporation. This differential heating and cooling of the

subtropical western Pacific and the Indian Ocear_/South China Sea may increase the

north-south thermal contrast, inhibiting (favoring) convection over the South China Sea

(western subtropical Pacific) thus providing a negative feedback on SEAM.

7. The annual cycle

In this section, we discuss additional attributes of the regional monsoon indices

relevant to the present description of the ASM climate. It has been emphasized that the

annual cycle is a crucial component in the consideration of interannual variabiliw of the

monsoon and ENSO. This is evident in the well-known phase-locking of the evolution

of E1 Nino to the annual cycle. Since the monsoon is a key contributor to the annual

cycle variation of the tropical ocean-atmosphere, a better understanding of the

relationship between the monsoon and ENSO must be viewed in the contact of the entire
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annualcycle.

a. Annual cycle variability

Figure 14 shows the scatter plot of RM1 and RM2 as a function of calendar months.

The shaded regions mark the boundary of the bounds of the 1-cy variation for each time

series. The annual variations for both indices are clear. RM1 switches sign from May to

June and again from September to October. The positive values of RM1 during JJAS

signal a reversal of the meridional wind from the rest of the year. In JJA, the interannual

variability- of RM1 is actually quite small compared to the annual amplitude. This

indicates that even for the most anomalous SAM year, the course of the seasonal march

of the SAM regional circulation is not significantly altered. This is an indication of the

strong control of the annual cycle variation on the SAM circulation, where diabatic

heating processes dominates. In contrast, during DJF, the interannual variability of

RM 1 is much larger than that during JJA, possibly because of the larger control by mid-

latitude chaotic dynamics during boreal winter over the north of the Indian subcontinent.

Figure 14b shows that the peak phase of RM2 is July through September with a

maximum in August. Note that the onset (as represent by steep rise of RM2) occurs from

June to July about a month later than RM1. This is in accordance with the noted

discontinuous advance of the monsoon rain band, i.e., Mei-yu and Baiu over East Asia,

which tend to undergo transitions in submonthly time scales. Interestingly, the

interannual variability of RM2 is about the same all year round. As noted before, RM2 is

strongly controlled by mid-latitude dynamics and its interaction with tropical convection

is likely to occur through coupling of the subtropical jets with the divergent circulation

generated by tropical convection.

b. Annual cycle-ENSO modulation

To explore the relationship between the annual cycles of the regional monsoon and

the annual variation of the large scale SSTA forcing, we present the phrase portraits of

the regional monsoon indices with respect to the Nino-3 SST variation in Fig. 15. In this

figure, the solid curve represents the 40-year climatological annual cycle trajectory, which

describes the annual variations of the monsoon index and Nino-3 SST. The composite
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annualcyclesfor 6 warm events and 6 cold eventsarealso shown. The interannual

variability of the monsoonindex is markedby the shadedareaaroundthe annualcycle

trajectory, basedon one-standarddeviationfrom the climatology. The annualcycle

trajectory indicatesthat SouthAsiamonsoonactivity, asreflectedin RM1, commences

from April whenthe Nino-3 SST is warmest(Fig. 15a). The monsoonstrengthrapidly

increasesfrom May throughJuly; reachingits peakin July,while theNino-3 SSTfalls as

thecold tonguedevelops.NotethatRM1changessignfromnegativeto positivebetween

May andJunesignalingtheestablishmentof thedirectmonsoonmeridionalcell with low

level polewardandupperlevel equatorward flow over South Asia. The SAM withdraws

very rapidly from August to December when the cold tongue is well developed and the

Nino-3 SST remains below 25 ° C. The reversal of the local meridional cell which is one

of the defining characteristics of SAM, can be seen in the negative extremes of RM1 in

the cold season DJFM. Note that the interannual variability of RM1 is much larger

during DJF compared to JJA. During warm events (dotted trajectory), the annual cycle is

considerably reduced with RM1 reaching to a lower peak value in July and the annual

swing in Nino-3 SST less than 1.5 ° C (compared to about 2.50 C in the climatological

mean). In contrast, during cold events, the annual cycle (dot-dashed line) is much

accentuated with a peak-to-peak swing of about 4.5 ° C. During cold events, RM1 is

noticeably enhanced. The annual trajectories of the cold and warm events are clearly

distinct from the climatological trajectory evidencing the impact of remote SSTA forcing

on the course of the evolution of the regional monsoon with respect to Nino-3 SST.

For RM2 (Fig. 15b), the annual cycle variation with respect to the Nino-3 SST is

similar to that of RMI. Here, the abrupt transition from negative to positive RM2

(northward jump of the subtropical jet) occurs from June to July, reaching a peak in

August. This is consistent with the different stages in the development of the regional

monsoon precipitation system, i.e.,_Iei-yu in China. Changma in Korea, and Biau in

Japan. During warm events (dotted trajectory), the annual cycle amplitude of SST is

substantially reduced compared to cold events (dot-dashed trajectory). There is a small

but noticeable increase of RM2 in the months of June through September from warm to

cold events. A noteworthy feature is that the advance of the SEAM from April through
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Juneappearsto bedelayedwhile theNino-3SSTcoolssubstantially.Duringcold events,

themonsoontransitionfrom Juneto July in RM2 is verymarked.

8. Further discussions

In this section, we present results of a comparison of the basic properties of the

regional monsoon indices developed in the previous sections to that of Webster and Yang

index (WY). As noted before, the WY is used by many recent investigators as an index

for the interannual fluctuations of the Asian summer monsoon.

a. Rainfall and circulation associated with WY

The WY monsoon index is constructed from the zonal wind shear between the 850

mb and the 200 mb wind in the region of the climatological JJA upper tropospheric

easterly jet overlying low level westerlies, spanning the Indian Ocean and the western

Pacific (5- 200 N, 60 - 120 o E). Figure 16 shows the correlation of WY with the CMAP

rainfall over the ASM region. It is obvious that WY captures aspects of both the RM1

and RM2 rainfall patterns (Figs. 6a and b). It depicts the east-west banded rainfall

pattern in the western Pacific similar to RM2. It also depicts the inverse relationship

between rainfall over the equatorial Indian Ocean and the Indian subcontinent. However,

the Bay of Bengal and the Indian subcontinent no longer appear as a major center of

action. In a broad sense, the WY appears to capture coherent large scale rainfall patterns

over the western Pacific which varies inversely with that over the Indian Ocean, with

mixed signal over India. The results here are in agreement with those of Goswami et al.

(1998) and Ailikun and Yasunari (1998) who found that WY is not related to Indian

rainfall but more to convection over the western Pacific.

The circulation pattern associated with WY is shown in Fig. 17. At 850 mb, WY is

associated with an elongated band of westerly wind anomaly centered at 10 ° N, stretching

from the east coast of Africa to the South China Sea. Also noted is a band of easterly

anomaly from the dateline to 1400 E, forming a convergent center near (0 ° N, 120-140 °

E). At 200 mb, WY is linked to the Tibetan Anticyclone and easterly flow over the

Indian Ocean and the Arabian Sea. A downstream wavetrain pattern over East Asia and
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Japanis alsonoted. Thecirculationpatternassociatedwith WY is somewhatsimilar to

that of RM1, but the spatialscaleappearsmuch larger,encompassingthe entire Indian

Oceanand much of the westernPacific. The SST correlationfield (Fig. 18) show

evolution featuresthat resemblethoseof the ENSOcyclewith thepositivephaseof WY

coinciding with a cold event,andwith SSTanomaliesconcentratedalongthe equatorial

regions of the easternPacific and the Indian Ocean(Fig. 18c). Comparing the

associatedrainfall andcirculationandSSTfields,WY appearsto possessaspectsof both

RM1 andRM2, but yet lacking their regionaldetails. Becauseof its emphasison basin-

scalesignalsalongtheequator,it is moreappropriateto considerWY asa measureof the

broadscaleatmosphericcirculationstatesof theequatorialIndo-Pacificsector.

b. Intercomparison of monsoon indices

As suggested in preceding discussions, RM1 and RM2 differ from WY in that the

former two are measures of the local features of sub-components, i.e., SAM and SEAM,

while WY is representative of the broad scale features. These differences are reflected in

the temporal characteristics of the indices. The autocorrelation functions of RM1, RM2,

WY and the Southern Oscillation Index (SOl) for different seasons are shown in Figl 19.

It is clear that RM1 and RM2 have very, little seasonal memory on their own, as indicated

by the rapid decline in the autocorrelation after one season (Figs. 19 a and b). This is

consistent with the notion that these are regional indices in which internal dynamic plays

an important role in determining their intrinsic temporal properties. On the other hand,

the WY index shows a much slower decline, with significant autocorrelation up to two or

three seasons. Notice both the SOI and WY suggest a hint of a "spring predictability

barrier" (Webster and Yang 1992, Lau and Yang 1996). Anomalies for MAM appear to

have the longest memory, remaining quite high after two seasons. For all other seasons,

the memory decreases rather abruptly in passing through MAM. Thus, it appears the

WY has similar temporal characteristics to the SOI and is more likely to be dependent

upon the basin-scale SST variations than RM1 and RM2.

Previous studies have suggested the presence of two distinct climatic states in the

monsoon-ocean-atmosphere system, the transition between them is characterized by an
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intrinsic quasi-biennialtime scale(Meehl 1993; YasunariandSeki 1992,Shenand Lau

1995and Lau and Yang 1996). It is thereforeinstructiveto compareand contrastthe

threemonsooncirculation indices (RM1, RM2 andWY) in sucha context. Figure 20

showsthe laggedcorrelation-longitudesectionsdepictingthe time evolution of basin

scaleSSTalong the equatorin the Indo-Pacificregionwith respectto thethree indices.

A strongRM1 coincideswith the developingstageof the cold phaseof the equatorial

easternPacific. The cool phasebecomesfully establishedin DJF following a strong

RM1. Sincethe correlationdoesnot takeinto accountthesign of theRM1 anomalies,

thesituationwill be reversedfor a weakRM1, i.e.,weakSAM associatedwith the warm

phase. Notice that the SST signal is strongerafter thanbeforethe monsoon. This is

consistentwith the well-known characteristicsthat abnormalmonsoonactivities may

presageand thereforecould providevaluableinformationfor predictingbasinscaleSST

anomaliesin the Pacific region (Shuklaand Paolino1982,Lau andYang 1996). Also

noteworthyis that thecold phaselast from aboutAPR (0) throughAPR (+1). This is in

agreementwith the intrinsicquasi-biennialtimescalesin theSouthAsianmonsoonfound

in previous studies (e.g., Meehl 1997). Consistentwith the discussionin previous

section,Fig. 20b showsthat the relationshipof RM2 with basinscaleSSTprocessesis

weak at best. As shown in Section5, atmospheric,a_ctivitiesassociatedwith _RM 2

appear to be linked to a subtropical Pacific SST dipole, which appears to be, in the first

order, independent of the warm and cold states in the equatorial Indo-Pacific Ocean. In

contrast to RM1 and RM2, WY depicts a much tighter relationship with the equatorial

basin-scale SST variations (Fig. 20c). A strong WY is closely linked to the cold phase

of the equatorial Pacific Ocean with very little time lag. This is consistent with the

notion of an anomalous Walker circulation which is directly linked to the variation of

east-west SST gradient along the equatorial region.

c. Reproducibili_ and reliabili_

This subsection provides an assessment of the reproducibility of the monsoon indices

when different data sets are used. Figure 21 shows the rainfall indices PSA and PSEA using

the four different rainfall data sets mentioned in Section 2. In the period in which at least

three of the data sets overlap (1987-1996), it can be seen that the variations of the four
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datasetsseemto agree. All indicesindicatea weakSAM during 1987,1989and 1993

and strongSAM in 1988and1994. TheGPIrainfall estimateis consistentlythehighest,

while GPCPdatahas the lowest rainfall estimatecomparedto others. Except for a

systematicbias of about2 mm/day,theCMAP and GPCPvariationsarequite similar in

both regions. Before 1987, the MSU and the CMAP differs significantly in both

magnitudeandvariationsin PSAandin PSEA- The MSU, being a single satellite may have

suffered from problems arising from orbit changes and instrument drift during the above

period (Hurrell and Trenberth 1998). This problem is significantly reduced for CMAP,

because of the blending of multiple satellites and sensors (Xie and Arkin 1997).

Therefore it is reasonable to assume that CMAP will have higher reliability, than MSU in

the period prior to 1987.

The regional monsoon circulation indices I_M1 and RM2 derived from the NCEP,

ECIvlWF, and GEOS for the overlapping period from 1980 to 1994 are shown in Fig. 22a

and b respectively. For RM1, the NCEP and ECMWF agree reasonably well overall.

The differences between the two data sets appear to be larger before 1984. The GEOS

index agrees more with ECMWF for the entire period, but with a negative bias of about 2

m/s. Since a large portion of the meridional wind shear in RM1 may be due to the

divergence component, it may be the reason for the noted discrepancies among the

reanalyses. Hence the results for RM1 may be somewhat dependent on the data set used.

On the other hand, Fig. 22b shows that R_M2 has a robust and consistent variation among

the three data sets, indicating that it is a reliable index independent of the data sources.

For WY, the indices are also quite reproducible by all three data sets, even though

ECMWF appears to be consistent underestimate the magnitude by about 2 m/s (Fig. 22c).

9. Conclusions

We have provided a description of the internal dynamics and boundary forcing

characteristics of two major subcomponents, i.e., the South Asian and the Southeast-East

Asian components of the ASM based on two sets of regional monsoon indices. These

regional indices provide a distinctive description of the annual cycle and the interannual

variability associated with the South Asian monsoon (PsA/RM1) and the Southeast-East
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Asian monsoon (PsEA/RM2), respectively. The dynamical characteristics of the regional

monsoon indices and their sensitivities to SST anomalies are compared and contrasted to

those represented by the broad scale circulation index of WY.

The dynamical characteristics embodied by the regional monsoon indices are shown

in Fig. 23. PsA/RM1 describes a "classical" monsoon system where the 3-dimensional

anomalous circulation pattern is primarily determined a balance between the advection of

planetary vorticity and the generation of anomalous vorticity by the divergent flow

induced by an off-equatorial convective heat source (Fig. 23a). On the other hand .

PsEA/RM2 describes a "hybrid" monsoon system characterized by multiple meridional

cells over East and Southeast Asia, which span the deep tropics and midlatitudes (Fig.

23b). The extratropical extension of the meridional circulation is due to the strong

interaction of the East Asian jetstream with tropical convection and extratropical

disturbances. This interaction gives rise to the characteristic zonally oriented rainfall

structure found over the East Asian monsoon region. In the extratropical region, the

basic state circulation, advection and divergence flow all contribute to the balance of

upper level anomalous vorticity. A corollary to the strong influence of extratropical

dynamics in SEAM is the exctation of stronger teleconnection to regions outside of the

ASM by the SEAM compared to the SAM. In contrast, the WY index appears to be a

description of the large scale Walker circulation over the entire Indo-Pacific basin, in

which the ASM large scale circulation is an integral part (Fig. 23c). However, WY does

not seem to correlate well with regional monsoon rainfall variability over SAM nor

SEAM. These findings are consistent with those recently reported by Goswami et al.

(1988) and Aikilun and Yasunari (1988).

Our results indicate that the regional monsoon variability is governed not only by

basin-scale ENSO scale related SST anomalies associated with the "slow" subsystem, but

also by SSTA in the adjacent oceans within the "intermediate" subsystem. For SAM,

while the influence of ENSO-related SSTA in the equatorial eastern Pacific appears to be

statistically significant, the boreal spring warming in the northern Arabian Sea and

subtropical western Pacific may also play a role in foreshadowing a strong SAM. For
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SEAM, interannualvariability is stronglytied to SSTAoverthe Seaof Japan,EastChina

Seaand the South China Sea region. A strongSSTA dipole patternwith warming

(cooling)in thesubtropicalcentral(eastern)Pacificduringthepreviousspringandwinter

(MAM and DJF) presagea strongSEAM. However,the summertimeEastAsian jet

variability as representedby RM2 is found to haveonly weak or marginalrelationship

•_,,ithENSO-relatedSSTA. Howeverthis doesnot precludea strongrelationshipof the

EastAsianjet with ENSO-relatedSSTAduringnorthernwinter (LiangandWang1998).

We mustalsonotethatsincemonsoon-ENSOrelationshiptendsto fluctuatewith decadal

time scales,the aboverelationshipsarevalid only for the periodof the presentanalysis

(1958-1997).Regardless,our resultsshow thatcouplingof SSTA in the adjacentoceans

to monsoonprocessesmay be the key to enhancingpredictabilityof the Asian summer

monsoon. This regional coupling should be more fully exploited.
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Table 1a: Cross-Correlationof PSA,PSEAandAIMR.

Correlation exceeding 99% (95%) significance

are bold faced (bracketed).

AIMR PSA PSEA PSEA+SA

AIMR 1.00 0.48 0.06 0.31

PSA 1.00 0.03 0.62

PSEA 1.00 0.80

PSEA+SA 1.00

Table 2: Same as in Table 1 except for correlation

among AIMR, RM 1, RM2 and WY.

RM1 RM2 WV

AIMR (0.53) 0.13 0.24

PSA 0.63 0.01 0.18

PSEA 0.03 0.74 0.42

PSEA*SA 0.41 0.59 0.44
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Table 3 Root-mean-squarevaluesof major termscontributing to the 200mb vorticity

balance in Eq (3) in different regions (see text for explanation). The sign of the

correlation of each term with respect to the planetary vorticity balance (v[_) is

shown inside a bracket to indicate the sense of the balance.

Y'*V_" Residual

(-)0.054

(+)0.087
I

(-)0.072

(-)0.177

(-)0.402
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 Schematic indicating the various components of a monsoon-centric climate

system

Figure 2 Monsoon rainfall climatology based on a) CMAP, b) GPCP, c) MSU and d)

GPI. Units are in mm/day. Contour interval is 2mm/day. Areas with rain rate

exceeding 6 ram/day are shaded.

Figure 3 Climatology of the Asian monsoon circulation, a) 850mb streamline, b) 200 mb

streamline, c) 200 mb vorticity and d) 200mb divergence. Units and contourn

intervals are as indicated.

Figure 4 Correlation pattern of a) PSA and 200 mb meridional wind and b) PSEA and

200 mb zonal wind. Boxes indicate regions where the averaged values of the

winds are taken to construct the monsoon circulation indices, RM1 and RM2.

See text for detailed explanation. Contour interval is 0.2. Areas with

correlation exceeding the 95% significance are shaded.

Figure 5 Spatial distribution ofcovariance of CMAP rainfall with a) RM1 and b) RM2.

Units are in mm/day per unit change in the corresponding index. Contour

interval is 0.2. Areas with correlation exceeding the 95% significance are

shaded.

Figure 6 Covariance pattern of RM1 with a) 850 mb wind and b) 200 mb wind. Shaded

areas indicate significant level exceeding 95%. Units are in ms _.

Figure 7 Latitude-height cross-section showing covariance of RM1 with a) zonal ,rind,

b) meridional wind, and c) vertical velocity. Contour intervals are 0.5 ms i

(zonal wind), 10 .3 mbs l (vertical velocity) and 0. l ms l (meridional wind).
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Figure8 Covarianceof RM2 with a) 850mb wind and b) 200mb wind. Shadedareas

indicatesignificantlevelexceeding95%. Unitsarein msl.

Figure9 Latitude-heightcross-sectionshowingcovarianceof RM2 with a) zonal wind,

b) meridional wind, and c) vertical velocity. Contour intervals are the same as

Fig. 7.

Figure 10 Time series of dominant terms of the vorticity equation for 200 mb flow in a)

the RMI region, b) the subtropical region of I_M2 and c) the extratropical

region of RM2.

Figure 11 Correlation map showing the teleconnection pattem in the 300mb geopotential

associated with a) RM1 and b) RM2. Units are non-dimensional with a

contour interval of 0.1.

Figure 12 Covariance map of RM1 (JJA) with SST for a) preceding cold season, DJF,

b) preceding spring, MAM, and c) contemporaneous JJA. Contour interval is

in 0.05 °C. Shaded areas indicate significant level exceeding 95%.

Figure 13 Same as Fig. 12, except for P,aM2.

Figure 14 Time variation and standard deviation of a) RM1 and b) RM2 as a function of

the calendar months. Units are in ms t. Shaded areas indicate the 1-_ bound.

Figure 15 Phase portrait of the annual cycles of a) RM1 vs. Nino-3 SST and b) RM2 vs.

-1
Nino -3 SST. Shaded region indicates l-o bound of RM1. Units are in ms

for the regional monsoon indices and o C for SST.

Figure 16 Covariance of WY index with precipitation. Contour interval is in 0.2

mm/day. Shaded areas indicate significant level exceeding 95%.
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Figure 17 Covarianceof WY with a) 850mb wind and b) 200 mb wind. Units are in

ms_. Shadedareasindicatesignificantlevelexceeding95%.

Figure 18Covarianceof WY with SSTfor a) precedingcold season,DJF,b) preceding

spring,MAM and c) simultaneoussummer,JJA.Areaswhich exceedthe 95%

significancelevelareshaded. Contourintervalis 0.05°C.

Figure 19Autocorrelationfunctionsfor different seasonsfor a) RAM1,b) RM2, c) WY

and d) SOI. Units arenon-dimensional.The initial seasonsare DJF (solid),

MAM (dotted),JJA(dashed)andSON(dashed-dot).

Figure 20 Time-longitudesection of laggedcovarianceof monsooncirculation index

with basinscaleSST anomalies.For a) RM1, b) RM2 and c) WY. Shaded

areasindicatestatisticalsignificanceexceeding95%level.

Figure21 Time seriesbasedonCMAP, MSU, GPCP,andGPIfor theperiod 1979-1986

for a) the SouthAsia regionand b) the SoutheastAsia region. Units are in

mm/day.

Figure22Timeseriesbasedon reanalysesofNCEP, GEOSandECMWF for a)RMI, b)

RM2, andc) WY. Unitsarein ms"l.

Figure23 Schematicshowingthebasicdynamicalunderpinningsof thevariousmonsoon

indices a) the SouthAsia monsoon(RM1/PsA),b) the Southeast/EastAsian

monsoon (RM2/PsEA)and c) the broad scale Indo-Pacific circulation state

(WY). Symbolsusedhavetheir conventionalmeaningsin meteorology.
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